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NEW ASPECTS OF MAGMATISM IN
RIFTING AND BASIN FORMATION
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It is debated if heating and magmatic processes cause rifting
or if rifting processes cause magmatic activity. However, rifting
is always accompanied by magmatic intrusion into the crust
and volcanism at the surface, although usually considered a
secondary process. The stretching factor in rift zones can be
estimated as the relation between the initial and the final crustal
thickness provided that the magmatic addition to the crust
is insignificant. Recent research has demonstrated substantial
magmatic intrusion into the crust in the form of sill like structures
in the lowest crust in the presently active Kenya and Baikal rift
zones and the DonBas palaeo-rift zone in Ukraine. This result
is surprising as the Kenya Rift is usually considered “wet” due
to large amounts of volcanic products associated with the rifting
processes whereas the Baikal Rift is considered “dry” due to very
little volcanism. This finding has strong implications for estimation
of stretching factor, which in the case of Baikal Rift Zone is
around 1.7 but direct estimation gives a value of 1.3-1.4 if the
magmatic addition is not taken into account. Similar differences
may be expected for other rift zones, including palaeo-rifts, and
may indicate that much more stretching has taken place on rift
systems than hitherto believed.

Wide sedimentary basins may form around aborted rifts due
to loading of the lithosphere by sedimentary and volcanic in-fill of
the rift. This type of subsidence will create wide basins without
faulting. The Norwegian-Danish basin in the North Sea area also
has subsided gradually during the Triassic without faulting, but
only few rift structures have been identified below the Triassic
sequences. We have instead identified several structures in the
crust which may be interpreted as mafic intrusions in the form
of large batholiths, typically more than 100 km long, 20-40 km
wide and 20 km thick. The heating by a series of such large
intrusions would have lifted the surface of the Earth by about
2 km. Before cooling much of the uplift would be eroded. The
subsequent subsidence due to solidification and cooling of the
magma would create a basin type, which is similar to loading
basins.

I will discuss these new aspects of rifting and basin formation
with focus on the magmatic processes, the structure of the
magmatic intrusions, as well as the subsidence history in the
studied locations.
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An integrated modelling of the foreland basins in the
Chiapas-Tabasco region, SE Mexico was carried out with

multidisciplinary approach combining geological modelling and
structural analysis. The timing of the structural evolution of the
Comalcalco and Pilar-Reforma-Akal area and the elements and
processes of the mesozoic petroleum system were investigated
using 2 SW-NE basin scale cross sections. These seismic cross
sections were interpreted using section balancing techniques and
forward structural reconstructions in order to constrain the amount
of tectonic shortening, the geometry of the pre-deformation
structural units and the trajectories of the major faults.

In addition, all well log data of the Tabasco basins were used
to reconstruct thermal history in order to delineate new potential
investigations of the source-reservoir rocks distributions in the
light of both new data acquisition and new modelling capabilities of
basin and structural modelling software gathered since ten years
ago.
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The passive margin of the South Atlantic shows typical
features of a rifted volcanic continental margin, encompassing
seaward dipping reflectors, continental flood basalts and
high-velocity/density lower crust at the continent-ocean transition,
probably emplaced during initial seafloor spreading in the Early
Cretaceous.

The Springbok profile offshore western South Africa is a
combined transect of reflection and refraction seismic data.
Here we present the results of an analysis of the seismic
velocity structure in combination with gravity modelling and
isostatic modelling to unravel the crustal structure of the passive
continental margin from different perspectives.

The velocity modelling revealed a segmentation of the margin
into three distinct parts of continental, transitional and oceanic
crust. As observed at many volcanic margins, the lower crust is
characterised by a zone of high velocities with up to 7.4 km/s.
The conjunction with gravity modelling affirms the existence of this
body and at the same time substantiated its high densities. Both
approaches identified the body to have a thickness of about 10 km.

Isostatic modelling was applied to predict average crustal
densities if the margin was isostatically balanced. The results
imply isostatic equilibrium over large parts of the profile, smaller
deviations are supposed to be compensated regionally. The
calculated load distribution along the profile implies that all
pressures are hydrostatic beneath a depth of 45 km.

The findings on the crustal structure of the margin along the
Springbok profile have been transformed to an area farther south
in the Orange Basin where deep seismic data are missing to
image the deeper crust. A combined approach of isostatic and
gravimetric modelling was chosen to unravel the crustal structure.

Based on interpreted seismic reflection data, a 3D geological
model of the uppermost crust was constructed. Subsequently, an
isostatic calculation (Airy´s model) using a homogeneous middle
and lower crust was applied to this geological model to determine
the position of the Moho for an isostatically balanced system.
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Isostatic sensitivity tests were applied to the model, and their
gravity response was validated against different crustal structures
for the basin. The best-fit model requires dense, presumably mafic
material, in the middle and lower crust beneath the basin and an
abrupt change to less dense material near the coast to reproduce
the observed gravity field.
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